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<< Renewables change the industry landscape >>
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Context

Increasing ramping needs and risks of
overgeneration

Question: How to smoothen the duck curve?
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Context

Trends
 ... Increasing share of renewable energies
 ... Increasing volatility in the market
 ... Increasing short-term trading
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Context

Trends cont’

Fluctuating share of renewables results in fluctuating prices
Source: Jaine Lucas
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Fluch und Segen

‘

Every social or
environmental problem is a
business opportunity in
disguise.’
Peter F. Drucker
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Increasingly new business models in
the energy market
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New Opportunity from the duck curve:
flexibility!

Flexibility creates value!
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Study in the energy industry on
flexibility based business models
 Study: qualitative multiple-case study
 Industry reports, production data
 Interviewed 13 experts in the energy industry
Type/case
Power plant
optimization

Trading
Demand
response/large
consumers
Virtual power
plants (VPP)
Demand
response/small
consumers
Industry experts

Company

Company description
Utility company (Top 4 power producers and traders in Switzerland)

Head of optimization

D
A

Solution provider for power plant and grid optimization
Utility company (Top 4 power producers and traders in Switzerland)

Managing director
Head of analysis trading

G

Utility company (Top 4 power producers and traders in Switzerland)

Head of trading

B

Utility company (Top 4 power producers and traders in Switzerland)

Head of trading

C

Demand response aggregator

Manager board of executives

K

One of the largest power consumers in Switzerland

Head of trading & sales energy

F
I
H

VPP operator
Demand response aggregator and VPP platform provider
VPP operator

Head of public relations
Managing director
Head of portfolio management

K

Demand response and smart grid pilot project led by leading German utility company

Project lead

J

Demand response platform provider

CEO

E

Innovation cluster and energy trading and optimization company

Industry expert

B

Interviewees
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Findings
Timing-based business models
Supply

Demand

2

Power plant
optimization

Single process

Demand response
(large scale)

Trading

Multiple processes

Virtual power
plants

1

Demand response
(small scale)

3
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Timing-based business models

1. Virtual power plants
 Business model: de-central combined solar and wind power
 Value proposition: Users earn a fee by providing flexibility
 Examples: Next, Lichtblick
“The costs [of our business model] are mostly determined through…
transaction costs. You have to provide an IT platform, you have to
illustrate processes, and you need a retail division. You need to go to
the client, communicate with him, and arrange a meeting. These are the
four major blocks that I see.”
(Interviewee virtual power plant expert)

Core activity: synchronizing small supply units
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Timing-based business models

2. Large-scale demand response
 Business model: creates value by
shifting demand towards times of high renewable energy generation
 Challenge: requires firms to disrupt consumption processes and patterns
 Example: Entelios (now Enernoc)

Core activity: guiding large scale users
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Timing-based business models

3. Small-scale demand response
 Business model: using ICT involving small consumers in demand response programs
 Challenge: high transaction and intervention costs
 Examples: MeRegio-Project, BeSmart program

“the customer wants to have something,
so that he changes his behavior. He
doesn’t do anything for free. And it
needs to be a noticeable amount, so that
he says: ‘Okay, there are at least 50
Euros of earnings per annum for me’.”
Expert demand response

Core activity: orchestrating multiple small users
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Model

Timing-based business model
 Opportunity drivers:

 Value created:

Multiple
processes

Opportunities

Single process

 Fluctuating supply and demand
 Storage limitations
 Required system stability

 Reduced risk
 Leveraged flexibility
 Synchronization of demand &
supply
Supply

Demand

Isolated timing

Guided timing

e.g. power plant
optimization

Synchronized
timing
e.g. virtual power plants

e.g. demand response
of industrial partners

Value

Orchestrated timing
e.g. demand response of
private households
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Model

Conclusion – smoothening the duck?
 Renewable energy production has increased fluctuating production
which creates a stress on the grid
 Opportunity for new ICT enabled business models that provide
flexibility
– Power plant optimization, Trading, Virtual power plants, Large-scale
demand response, Small-scale demand response
 Create value: reduce risk, leverage flexibility, synchronize demand and
supply
 Challenges ahead:
1. How to incentivize small scale users
2. Intelligent synchronizing algorithms
3. Forecasting future scenarios of flexibility
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Q&A?

Thank you!
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